Project Starlight: New structure for the cruise organisation

We want our passengers on the cruise routes Copenhagen – Oslo and Amsterdam –
Newcastle to enjoy an even greater time when travelling on our two cruise routes. We also
want our colleagues on board to thrive in their jobs and feel they make a real difference.
This should be the foundation on which we build an even better business and improve
results.
With these aims, we launched Project Starlight in February and at the same time
transferred the responsibility for the cruise routes to People & Ships for the project period
to enable Group BU Passenger to focus entirely on making their new organisation work.
This means that the Project Starlight and the cruise routes came under the management of
EVP Henrik Holck with Cruise Director Kim Heiberg reporting to Henrik.

Stronger Business Leader roles, visible floor managers
Since March, the project group has worked on eight identified workstreams covering nearly
all parts of operations. One of the workstreams focused on the organisation, and the project
group is now ready to present the new structure for the two routes.
In the new structure, we will maintain a Commercial Head on board each ship but reduce
the number of Business Leaders from up to six (seven on Pearl where there is a casino) to
three Business Leaders on each ship. The below description is for Copenhagen – Oslo, on
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Amsterdam Newcastle the titles and areas differ slightly:
Business Leader Food & Beverage (F&B) will replace the three previous Business
Leaders: Restaurant, Bar and Chef de Cuisine. This is to ensure that we utilise the synergies
and knowledge from all three areas and along with Floor Managers (see below), become
more visible to our customers in all restaurants. With this setup, we expect to increase our
service and have a more dedicated focus, to ensure an even higher customer satisfaction in
the future.
Business Leader Shop & Conference will have the responsibility for the shop and the
conference on the Copenhagen – Oslo route. This will make room for the crew to care about
customers and ensure that we are always aligned with products and concepts on board.
Bringing the shop and conference business areas together will also make it easier to offer
an enriched experience for our conference guests and make room for a more holistic way of
thinking about their entire customer journey.
Business Leader Accommodation & Service will be a merger of the previous
accommodation and guest service, which was formerly under the Business Leader
Conference responsibility. Many of the questions asked in the Guest Service Centre are
about cabins, beds, upgrades, cleaning etc. Therefore, it will be valuable to strengthen the
knowledge and focus within the two areas.

Floor Managers
All areas will have Floor Managers who will be part of the daily work and at the same time
have managerial responsibility. They will report to Business Leaders in specific areas. For
example, the Business Leader F&B will be supported by Floor Managers in the restaurants.
This is to ensure that we always have a visible manager on the floor in all outlets, to send a
positive signal to our guests and support our crew. Up until now the Business Leader has
been responsible for appearing in each restaurant every day.
See the organisational charts for both routes here:
Copenhagen – Oslo
Amsterdam – Newcastle
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New structure in Cruise Routes’ central organisation
We want to ensure that all of our outlets on each route offer the same great experience,
service and products and have the same advantages in relation to procurement and sales.
Our guests should be able to recognise our concepts no matter which of our ships they are
travelling on. Therefore, many of the responsibilities will be moved to the central
organisation. To be in a better position to provide the necessary competencies and support,
the previous On-Board Sales department will change from one overall supporting role for all
areas into three more specific and focused departments. They will report to Kim Heiberg.
This is to increase the cooperation between ships and shore in relation to competencies and
areas of responsibilities.
The three new positions will be Head of Travel Retail, Head of Onboard Concepts and Head
of Projects & Communication, who together with Peter Holleufer’s existing role as Head of
Performance Management are essential for mirroring the onboard set-up, aligning the ships
and support and follow-up on all areas onboard.
See the new structure for Cruise Routes’ central organisation here
“With this new organisation, we will simplify all workstreams and make sure that the crew
can focus on the most important thing: our customers. The management will be much more
visible, which makes a difference to both employees and guests. It will hopefully make our
passengers even more satisfied with their journey with us and our colleagues thrive more in
their jobs. I am looking forward to following the process closely in the coming months,” says
Kim Heiberg.
All Business Leaders, floor managers and coordinators have been informed about their new
roles, and Kim Heiberg will hold a staff meeting on Crown today and on Pearl tomorrow (1
June).
Teun Wim Leene will have a staff meeting onboard King today and on Princess tomorrow (1
June).
“I would like to thank everyone on board and all of you who have been part of Project
Starlight. I am thankful for your great efforts and I hope that you will all be able to see the
benefits of our hard work across ships and land. I am proud to be part of the cruise
organisation and I am confident that with these new changes we will be able to improve and
move for all to grow,” says Kim.
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Lotte Weaver to leave DFDS

In the new structure, Lotte Weaver’s position as Head of On-Board Sales (OBS) will cease to
exist. Lotte has been offered another position, but she has chosen to leave DFDS. “Lotte has
been one of the strongest forces in the past half year in Project Starlight where she has put
enormous amounts of effort into the project. I have had the pleasure of working with Lotte
for the past seven years, and she has really done a fantastic job. She is extremely
hardworking, reliable, strategic and competent, and it is very unfortunate for DFDS that
Lotte has chosen to leave,” says Kim. Lotte will stay until August as a consultant, making
sure that the new organisation is well implemented and to help recruit three new managers
to the Cruise Routes’ central organisation. “I would like to thank all of my great colleagues
whom I will certainly miss. The past seven years with DFDS have truly been a journey for
me, and I wish you all the best,” says Lotte, who will be leaving DFDS to take care of her
daughter, who will be coming home from hospital after lengthy treatment for mental illness.
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Kim Heiberg.
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